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In the wilderness of my doubt when I'm feeling distant
Courageously we wait to find Your promise to Your people
When the darkness makes our path unclear and vision starts to fail

\[ D \]

Courage and faith should guide me through Insecurity
Let us be open to Your call You have
Help us to push aside our fears Receive

\[ A^{(add2)} \]

urieties thrive in me while the calling is persistent
filled the hungry with good things lifting up the low
wakening your call for us of power, love and mercy

\[ E \]

tent God, can you show me how to move? Insecurity
Your promise holding true for all!
Your voice still moves us through the years!

God's solemn vow gives me peace for the now, God shows me the way to take on each new day!

\[ D \]

[stomps] I will take root, and I will stand strong, with the

\[ A \]

God of the ages I'll stand strong and courageous and love will carry me through with the

\[ A \]

God of the ages we'll stand strong and courageous and love will carry us through.